DOC 1
Regulations for the Scientific Presentations submitted for the
III IULTCS EuroCongress Vicenza 2022
Vicenza, 18th-20th September 2022 - Italy
Official languages: English, Italian (English preferred)
Definition: The Scientific Presentations described in this document refer to Oral Presentations
and Visual Presentations (Poster).
Novelty: All papers and interactive presentations should not have been previously published. By
accepting the rules and submitting the Scientific Presentation the author(s) confirm that the content
of the presentation has not been published elsewhere in the written form.
Congress topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.

New developments in chemicals for the Leather tanning industry
Innovative technologies the Leather manufacturing processes
Chemicals and Leather test methods: new developments/approaches
Focus on environmental aspects ( e.g. LCA, by-product, wastewater, emission)

Chronogram, Deadlines and Requirements:
Abstract submission: Start September 1st 2021 ends February 28, 2022
Notification to authors: March 31, 2022
Deadline for the full presentation: May 31, 2022
Publication of the Scientific Program: June 30, 2022
S u b m i s s i o n February 28, 2022
Requirements

May 31, 2022

June 30, 2022

Oral Presentation

Abstract

Paper

Power Point®
Presentation

Visual Presentation

Abstract

Electronic copy of the
Visual Presentation Paper

_

Note: When an abstract is submitted the author(s) can choose the type of presentation in order of
preference, either Oral Presentation or Visual Presentation (Poster).
Copyright:
Submission of a manuscript implies: that the work described has not been published before
(except in the form of an abstract or as part of a published lecture, or thesis) that it is not under

consideration for publication elsewhere; that if and when the manuscript is accepted for
publication, the authors agree to automatic transfer of the copyright to the publisher.
Attributes for the Scientific Commission:
The Scientific Commission is multidisciplinary and multicultural. It has the objective of:
1) Review the Abstracts submitted for the Scientific Presentations
2) Select presentations based on the congress topics and distribute according to the Scientific
Program
3) Review the Papers, Power Point Presentations, Visual Presentations(Poster) and
determine if they meet the established rules for presentations
4) Elaborate the Scientific Program
5) Adjust the Scientific Program due to unexpected situations or force majeure
6) Take decision in situations where we have omissions on the rules and extraordinary
conditions. The decisions by the Scientific Commission are final.
Guidelines for the presentations:
1) The presentations must be in correct Official Language (English or Italian), paying proper
attention to punctuation, grammar, spelling and abbreviations.
2) The International System (SI) is preferred for the units used in the presentations
3)

For the Oral and Visual Presentations(Poster), except for a company logo in the corner,
neither the tables, nor figures and machine drawings may include names or symbols of
firms, trademarks or trade names and must be completely neutral and free from
advertising. The same applies, of course, to the lecture itself.

4) We encourage healthy scientific debate on all topics. However, information presented that is
not scientifically rigorous, is incomplete, biased, or even the way some subjects may be
approached, can detract from the integrity of proceedings. We request participants to pay
special attention to the following:
-

Use terms accurately and avoid making excessive claims or controversial comments
without solid scientific data.
o

-

Focus on the benefits of your work and avoid justifying research by unnecessary
mention of industry issues.
o

-

Example:- be cautious using terms such as “greener”, “more ecological”, “less
sustainable”, etc.

Example:- do not disparage all chromium tanning because some leathers may
contain CrVI.

Provide a balanced perspective of our industry and products, particularly on subjects
like the Environment, Sustainability, and Pollution.
o

Example:- there are many tanneries and industry initiatives that provide positive
examples and constructive images for our industry.

o
-

Example:- there is no need to promote leather by derogatory mention of
synthetics / plastics / etc.

Be respectful of other viewpoints, people’s time, and tone of proceedings.
o

Example:- During Oral Presentations, make your point, but agree to disagree on
controversial issues. Handle polemic discussions outside.

o

Example:- Audience members who try to use the Oral Sessions to promote their
own interests should be discouraged from doing so.
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